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ABSTRACT
It is the purpose of this thesis to investigate a unique
cascade test rig designed by the Department of Aeronautics,
United States Naval Postgraduate School, where an inlet guide
is arranged ahead of the cascade to be tested to simulate or
approach the flow conditions that occur in actual machines.
The cascade test rig is described and illustrated in sec-
tion 2. Relations for the determination of the lift and drag
coefficients are derived from the application of the momentum
theorem. Results calculated from measured data are compared
with the results published in the literature for geometri-
cally similar cascades not equipped with an inlet guide vane
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C drag coefficient, dimensionless
C L lift coefficient, dimensionless
D drag force, pounds
F force exerted by fluid on test vane, pounds
f axial component of force exerted by fluid on test
*l.
vanes, pounds
f tangential component of force exerted by fluid onM test vanes, pounds
G gravitational force, pounds
L lift force, pounds
/M Mach number, V/tx , dimensionless
A/fl Reynolds number, fVc , dimensionless
R volume bounded by control surface S, feet cubed
R^ gas constant of the fluid7
5 area of control surface, feet squared
T temperature, degrees Rankine
V velocity of fluid, feet per second
Va. axial component of velocity, feet per second
Mm. tangential component of velocity, feet per second
cu speed of sound, feet per second
/O chord of test vanes, feet
jCp specific heat at constant pressure, BritishThermal Units per pound-degree Rankine
jC Specific heat at constant volume, British
Thermal Units per pound-degree Rankine
c/^yrt mass flow rate through an element of area, slugs
per second
c/5 element of surface area, feet squared
viii

h test vane height, feet
Ju enthalpy, British Thermal Units per pound
2 unit vector in the axial direction
^
unit vector in the tangential direction
/*rs mass flow rate, slugs per second
fi unit vector normal to the surface
-f static pressure, pounds per foot squared
-f dynamic pressure, pounds per foot squared
-f>s total pressure, pounds per foot squared
<o heat exchanged between a system and its surround-
ings, British Thermal Units per pound
-4> test vane spacing, feet
J unit vector, parallel to S , orthogonal to 771 ,
in direction of shear stress
jt mean effective thickness of test vanes, feet
X variable of integration over vane spacing aj
^
measured angle between fluid flow and horizontal,
degrees
d^ angle of attack of test vanes, degrees
/3 angle between V and horizontal, degrees
A0 turning angle, /$- &3 , degrees
# ratio of specific heats <p/<lf , dimensionless
71 blading efficiency, dimensionless
X a multiple, not necessarily an integer, of vane
spacing aj , dimensionless
j> angle between F and vertical, degrees
f density, slugs per foot cubed
cr solidity of cascade /C/^ , dimensionless
i*

T shear stress, pound per foot squared
3 loss coefficient, ~- / , dimensionless
i> loss coefficient, ('
-^ ), dimensionless
Subscripts:
P profile of test vane











oc station °o 9 the average of conditions at
stations and 3




For the design of axial-flow turbo-machinery it is
necessary to know the three-dimensional viscous compressible
flow of high velocity through successive rows of stationary
and moving blades. No complete analytical solution has yet
been provided for this problem. Those areas of the problem
for which analytical solutions are available, however, are
based on an idealized fluid flow which does not consider the
effects of one or more of the following physical realities:
compressibility, finite blade spacing and viscosity. As a
result, experimental data must be used to supplement the
pidealized theoretical solutions.
Experimental data may be obtained directly from the test
of rotating turbo-machinery. Another source of experimental
information is the result of stationary cascade tests. One
type of stationary cascade, a rectilinear cascade, is ob-
tained by intersecting a row of blades of an axial flow turbo-
machine with a cylinder and developing the cylinder into a
plane. Air is blown through the rectilinear cascade in the
direction of flow in the turbo-machine and then discharged
into the atmosphere. Results of cascade tests of interest to
•^-F. R. Fahland and L. L. Hawkins, An Electrical Analogy
for Analysis of Flow Through Cascades, Thesis, U. S. Naval
Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, 1958.
2L. J. Herrig, J. C. Emergy and J. R. Erwin, Systematic
Two-Dimensional Cascade Tests of NACA 65-Series Compressor
Blades at Low Speeds, NACA TN 3916, February, 1957.

the designer include lift and drag coefficients, the pressure
distribution about the surface of the blade, boundary layer
behavior and turning angle.
The cross section of a typical cascade tunnel is shown
in Fig. 1. One of the major difficulties encountered in this
type of cascade is the control of the boundary layers ahead
of the cascade. Figure 1 shows that the fluid passing along
the lower contour of the channel must travel a greater dist-
ance before reaching the blades than the fluid flow passing
along the upper wall. As the size of the boundary layer in-
creases with the distance traveled along a wall, the thickness
of the boundary layer at the lower wall is greater than that






Figure 1. Cross Section of a Typical Two-Dimensional
Cascade Tunnel.
The boundary layer problem is partially solved by the
installation of boundary layer removal slots at the nozzle

discharge. To facilitate the removal of the boundary layers
these slots are usually connected by piping to a source of
vacuum. Still to be considered is the control of the boundary
layer downstream of the nozzle. One method of control is the
use of slots located in the walls of the cascade. A more
effective method of boundary layer control is used by Herrig,
Emery and Erwin in NACA TN 3916 [lj . Here the unper, lower
and side walls of the cascade were constructed of a porous
material and were encased in a sheet metal housing connected
by piping to a vacuum system. Control of the boundary layer
was effected by drawing off a portion of the fluid flow
through the porous walls into the vacuum system.
All these cascade, however, idealize the fluid flow in
that conditions of static and total pressure, velocity of
fluid flow and flow angle are constant at the entrance of the
cascade. Thus the effect of inlet guide vanes or preceding
rows of blades, as encountered in turbo-machinery, is not
considered. Recognizing this, a novel two-dimensional low-
speed cascade was designed by the Department of Aeronautics,
United States Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California.
The uniqueness of this design lies in the incorporation of
an inlet guide vane section at the entrance to the cascade.
Thin cascade test rig, discussed in detail in the next
etion, has an advantage over conventional cascade wind
tunnels in that boundary layer control devices are not re-
Lred. This is ti isult of eliminating the dissimilarity
boundary layer thicknesses at the upper and lower walls

by using vertical cascading of the test vanes and the use of
parallel side walls.
It is the objective of this thesis to:
A, Investigate the unique two-dimensional low-speed
cascade designed by the Department of Aeronautics, United
States Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California, by
determining:
1. Conditions of pressure, fluid velocity and flow
angle after the inlet guide vanes.
2. Conditions of pressure, fluid velocity and flow
angle after the test vanes.
3» Lift and drag coefficients.
B. Evaluate the above characteristics by comparison
with previously published results for geometrically similar
cascades.

2. Description of the Cascade Test Rig.
The basic components of the cascade test rig, shown
schematically in Fig. 2, are the prime mover, fan, diffuser,
settling chamber, nozzle block and cascade. The prime mover
employed was a Wagner Electric Company five horsepower, three
phase, 440 volt a.c. motor. The fan used was a Hishock
Shipboard Fan manufactured by the Buffalo Forge Company.
The settling chamber, dimensions 22^ x 22j x 34 inches, was
constructed of plywood. The diffuser, located between the
fan discharge and the settling chamber inlet, is shown in
Fig. 3» An interesting design feature of the cascade test
rig was the length of the diffuser. In contrast to the
diffusers used in conventional cascade tunnels, the one used
in the present cascade test rig was of relatively short
length. V rith a ratio of outlet area to inlet area of 1.6,
separation of the flow would normally occur at the diffuser
outlet, resulting in an uneven distribution of the flow at
the discharge. By the use of screens placed between the fan
and the settling chamber inlet the fluid flow can however be
made to follow the shape of the diffuser walls with corre-
sponding good conversion of the kinetic energy into static
pressure.
The nozzle block was constructed of laminations of
wood. The discharge section of the nozzle block was in the
shape of a rectangle measuring eight inches in height and
one and one-quarter inches in width. Photographs of the













Figure Cj£A/etiAL V,tL\*j of Cascaob Te:z, r /?ic> f/toM Hi^Hr Hand Side:.
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F>IGURE Gt/veftAL View of Cascade Test Rig Froaa Left Hand Side 5//ou/*g
(&> Micromanometer , ® Lead Scrcw Dev/ce t (g) A/ozzle Block,
Q Cascaoe, <D Ancle. Measuring Device.

Figure 6 shows a horizontal cross section of the cascade.
The tunnel base, covers and pressure tap slider were con-
structed of clear plastic. Located between the inlet guide
vane assembly and the test vane assembly, the pressure tap
slider was drilled to permit entry of pitot-static tubes and
angle measuring probes into the fluid flow. Movement of the
pressure tap slider in the vertical direction was made poss-
ible by the use of several long narrow slots machined in
that portion of the pressure tap slider which overlapped the
cover. Brass 'Studs were fitted through these slots into
holes drilled and tapped in the cover. Nuts were used to
apply a clamping force which held the pressure tap slider
against the cover.
The test vane assembly was also constructed to permit
vertical movement of the assembly upon the release of a
clamping force applied by the method previously described.
The vertical movement of the test vane assembly allowed posi-
tioning of the vanes as a group with respect to the upper or
lower wall of the cascade. In addition, the test vanes were
individually mounted to permit axial positioning for various
angles of incidence. Figure 7 shows this construction.
Originally, the upper and lower walls of the cascade
were constructed of thin sheet brass which permitted some de-
gree of freedom in forming the contour of the upper and lower
walls. The desired wall shape was obtained by securing the
sheet brass side walls to pieces of masonite shaped in the






















































































Fi6UR£. 7 - V/ieW of Cascade Show/** * <g) Imlet Guioe Vames ,
(£) Tesr Vang Holobr s <P Sheet Brass Wall.
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the proper static pressure profile downstream of the inlet
guide vanes, this me/thod of upper and lower side wall con-
struction was rejected in favor of walls formed from solid
blocks of wood. Figure 7 and Fig. 8 illustrate the use of
sheet brass for upper and lower walls. Solid wooden walls
are shown in Fig. 9.
The inlet guide vane assembly is shown in horizontal
cross section in Fig. 10. Plastic was used in the con-
struction of all parts of the assembly with the exception of
the guide vanes and the turbulence screen. Figure 11 is
view B-B of the horizontal cross section of the inlet guide
vane assembly. In this view the zero degree guide vanes and
only a portion of the turbulence screen were shown to pre-
serve clarity. Section A-A of the horizontal cross section
of the inlet guide vane assembly is shown in Fig. 12. In
this view the guide vanes have been shaded in an attempt to
make them distinguishable from the slots in the upper guide
vane cover. The zero degree guide vanes are shown in this
figure. Figure 13 illustrates the guide vane profiles for
30, 55 and 65 degree approach angles of the flow ahead of
the test vanes. The 55 degree guide vane profile was used
in this investigation.
The inlet guide vanes can be fabricated quite easily
for any flow angle change desired through the inlet guide
vane assembly. However, corresponding upper and lower
guide vane covers must be machined. In addition, the con-
figuration of the upper and lower walls is different for
13






























Figure 11. View B-B, Full Size, of Inlet Guide Vane Assembly.











Figure 12. Section A-A, Full Size, Of Inlet Guide Vane






v Kf° /f°Figure 13. Guide Vane Profiles For 30 , 55 ,&5 .
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each flow angle. This requires that appropriate masonite or




3. Description of Measuring Devices.
The lead screw device, shown in the foreground of Fig. 4
and Fig. 5> served as a support for the angle measuring de-
' vice and controlled the movement of the pressure tap slider.
With the angle measuring device the angle between the
fluid flow in the cascade and the horizontal direction was
determined. This device consisted of a pointer attached to
an angle measuring probe. The tip of the angle measuring
probe is shown in cross section in Fig. 14. Three holes
drilled from the outer surface of the tube connected to pip-
ing brought in from the opposite end of the probe. The middle
hole was used to measure the total pressure of the fluid flow
in the cascade. Pressure leads from the two symmetrically
located holes were placed across a differential manometer.
As can be seen from Fig. 14, if the middle hole is not lined
up in the direction of the flow the pressure measured by the
symmetrically located holes will not be equal, hence, there
will be an unbalance in the differential manometer. The
flow angle can be measured by turning the probe until this
unbalance is removed, and the pressure measured by the middle
hole then corresponds to the total pressure of the flow.
The flow angle at a particular probe position was deter-
mined by reading the vertical distance on the machinists rule
as indicated by the cross hairs on the pointer. As the dist-
ance from the axis of the angle measuring probe to the
pointer cross hairs was known, the angle was readily deter-
mined by trigonometric relations. Reference to Fig. 8 shows
21

Figure 14. Cross Section Of Tip Of Angle Measuring Probe.
*6 Times Full Size.
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12 holes drilled thirty degrees apart on the scale arm of the
angle measuring device. These holes were drilled to permit
an initial angle, some multiple of 30 degrees, to be preset
into the angle measuring device. This construction had two
advantages: it permitted the measurement of widely different
fluid flow angle, and it reduced the magnitude of the angle
to be measured by the machinists rule-pointer arm method to
an angle of less than 15 degrees.
23

4. Derivation of the Force Acting on a Test Vane.
For purposes of analysis the flux of matter through a
"control surface" is observed. The surface may be of arbitrary
shape but area S must be completely filled with fluid. The
volume, or region, enclosed by the surface S is denoted by R.
Fluid flow enters the region R through surface Sj at station
1 and leaves the region R through surface S2 at station 2.
At no other station does the fluid flow cross the surface S,
Figure 15 shows such a flow field.
Figure 15. Fluid Flow Through a "Control Surface."
Surface Area is S, Volume of Region is R.
The momentum theorem can be stated for the flow in the
following manner: The net force acting upon the bounding sur«
face S of a fluid enclosing a region R is equal to the trans-
port of momentum out of the region R minus the transport of
momentum into the region R, plus any change in momentum due
24

to non-steady flow conditions within the region R, where these
quantities must be added vectorially.
The forces acting on the fluid are of two types, surface
forces and volume forces. Surface forces are caused by the
presence of some type of medium adjacent to the surface S
which encloses the region R. In viscous flow there can be a
static pressure *P acting normal to the surface S and a shear
stress T acting parallel to the surface S. Volume forces
are due solely to gravity effects, if electric and magnetic
forces are ignored. We will represent the gravity force by
the vector G,
Considering the fluid flow shown in Fig. 15, the momen-
tum theorem may be used to write the following vector equation
between the inlet at station 1 and the outlet at station 2.
kU^l+faFt-f^V = f-*Hs +f-*rJS +G (i)
An element of surface area is denoted by ti c/S ; where 71
is a unit vector normal to the surface S that points away from
the region R. The velocity which transports matter through
the element of area ti c/S , is V, so that the rate of flow of




The normal pressure is directed inward, so that, if tT
is the outward normal to the surface, the force acting on an
element of area ^is given by -TffdS. The total force acting
25







ar stress T acting on the surface S is opposing
the flow of the fluid through R . Therefore, if t is the
unit vector parallel to the surface S and orthogonal to n
,
the force on an element of area £</S is riven by -tT<l S . The
total force acting on the fluid in the region R due to the
shear stress T is
Raving applied the momentum, theorem for a completely
general case, it will now be applied to the fluid flow through
a cascade of test vanes. The basic difference in the appli-
cation of the momentum theorem in the two cases will be the
existence of forces exerted on the fluid flow by the test vanes
of the cascade. By using the momentum theorem an equation
containing these forces can be written. This equation ray be
rearranged to permit solving for the force of the profile on
the fluid flow. In practice, the equal and opposite reaction,
the force of the fluid flow on the profile, is of interest.
This fact will be taken into consider? tion in the succeeding
derivation.
Figure 16 shall refer to a flow of an incompressible
fluid through a row of stationary vanes. The constant den-
sity of the fluid is
f>
slugs/ft.- The vane spacing in the
direction of the row is J feet. The chord, of the vanes is
2^

<. feet. The so-called solidity of the cascade <r is the
ratio </a> •
I—*. i.
Figure 16, Flow of an Incompressible Fluid Through
a Row of Stationary Vanes,
The area of the control surface consists of the areas
of the six sides of the prism ABCDEFGH and the surface area
of the vanes profiles Sp. The region is the volume of the
prism ABCDEFGH less the volume of the vanes. Inflow of the
fluid at station 1 is through the surface Si, which is the
27

area enclosed by the rectangle ADHE. Outflow of fluid at sta-
tion 2 is through the surface S2 which is enclosed by the rect-
angle BCGF. The height of the prismatic control surface at
station 1 is h, feet; at station 2 the height is h
z
feet. The
unit vector normal to the surface at station 1 is f?, j at sta-
tion 2 it is 7?£ and on the profiles it is ^p . Positive
sense of these unit vectors is away from the control region.
The unit vector parallel to the surface is t, at station 1,
£\j at station 2 and tp on the profiles. It is assumed that
the control surface is completely filled with fluid and that
there is a continuous velocity distribution within the region
R.
Applying the momentum theorem between stations 1 and 2
gives
For an assumed steady flow there is ^. (_ j c/ovj V J - O .
For gases, such as air, the weight G of the fluid within the
control surface can be ignored with respect to the inertia
forces. With G=0 , Equation (5) becomes
Jj^-Jj^y.^-firJS+f-irJs (6)
5j S, S S
The right-hand side of Equation (6) can be written






*i S c *
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For regular velocity distributions the shear stress integrals
at stations 1 and 2 can be ignored. The last two terms of
Equation (7) represent the force exerted by the vane profiles
on the fluid flow. The force F exerted by the fluid flow on
the vanje profiles can be written
-F= JHt^S, + $-tP rP dSp (8)sp sp
Using Equations (7) and (8) we can rewrite Equation (6)
^"J^Sft-^'Sy* +$'»,r,dst +f-\iiJs* (9)
The force F and the velocities V, and V^ are vector quanti-
ties. In terms of their Z and f components they are by
definition
f - I?* + f ^u ( 10 )
v. = > it, + / &, (id
\-ZV^+} VM& (12)





^ / lv (14)
The mass flow rates through an element of area at stations 1
and 2 are obtained from
J L 1/ Jv ^ l6 )
29

Utilizing the above relationships, Equation (9) becomes
O o
~{ h, f V^Jz, (I ^ +f I^J (17)
Equating the 1 components of Equation (17) we may write an
expression for the axial component £, of the force exerted by
the fluid flow on the vanes. The ^ components yield an ex-
pression for the tangential component F^ •
\***
f* „* , (l8)
F r*> r^ (19)
~ ~ I V v*. *-* dx- -J ^f ^ v„A </**
The magnitude of the force ~F is obtained from the axial and
tangential components by
F = i(rj\(F^V (20)
Referring to Fig, 17, the angle between the force F and the
tangential direction is denoted by the symbol <j> , and is
found from
(21)
Equations (18) and (19), as written, determine the force
exerted by the fluid flow on one test vane if the integration
30

is carried out over one vane spacing i' , or on A test vanes
if the integration is carried out over A test vane spacings,
X not necessarily being an integer. Consequently, to deter-
mine the force exerted by the fluid flow on one test vane
while carrying integration out over X vane spacings, Equa-





Figure 17. Illustration of the Angle <j> •
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5. Derivation of the Drag Coefficient of the Test Vanes.
Having established the force exerted by the fluid flow
on one test vane and its relationship with respect to the
vertical, the next step is to resolve this force into lift
and drag components acting in perpendicular and parallel direc-
tions, respectively, to VQ/ir; the average of the velocities at
stations 1 and 2, V,*\6 . Due to the fact that the velo-
cities at stations 1 and 2 vary both in magnitude and direction
along the test vane spacing at these stations, there is no
suitable velocity upon which to base 7^ . A location in the
fluid flow must be used where conditions of pressure, velocity
and fluid flow angle do not vary in the direction of the test
vane spacing. Such a reference location may be determined
by the application of the momentum theorem between station 1
and a location upstream of station 1 where conditions of
pressure, velocity and fluid flow angle are assumed to be
uniform. This location is designated as station 0. Tfrith the
continuity equation, the momentum equation may be solved for
the pressure, velocity and fluid flow angle at station 0.
The same procedure can be employed to determine the con-
ditions of pressure, velocity and fluid flow angle, also
assumed to be constant in the direction of the test vane
spacing, at a station far downstream of station 2 which is
designated as station 3. The velocities V and V3 may
then be added vectorially to obtain the average velocity V„,
to be used as the reference for the resolution of the force
W into lift and drag components
32

LFigure 18. Control Surface for the Application of
the Momentum Theorem Between Stations and 1.
Figure 18 shows the control surface for the application
of the momentum theorem between stations and 1. With the
same assumptions as used in the previous application of the
momentum theorem, and noting that f^ and f^ are zero be-
tween stations and 1, and that A = K, , we can rewrite
Equations (22) and (23)




By assumption \Jaio , y^ and -fQ do not vary; therefore we
may simplify Equations (24) and (25)
^ois^- &J.r?^ + ^r^^ - t:)
q
v^j^=o (26)
hofV^V^Z*- te-j Va,,V">.<l*.=° ' (27 )
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The velocity V<» may be determined by the application of the




f X *,.**,\k.= XJ* w (28)
/ n Xj
Equation (26) can now be solved for




Referring to Fig. 19, the angle between VQ and the horizont-
al, /99 , is by definition
& - *** -£* (3D
The magnitude of the velocity V is found from the axial and
tangential components by
V„^(MjWKj* (32)
The momentum theorem is applied between stations 2 and
3 in the same manner as between stations and 1. The results
are








A = tan y^±





Figure 19 illustrates the relationship of the velocities
V
,
V3 and V«, , ' and the resolution of the force F into





r==- T ~ W *1 *J >.
s^
X
^Figure 19. Illustration of the Velocities Vo , V 5 and




The velocity IC is
V. r Vo +$1
Z
- (38 j
The angle between V^ and the horizontal, shown in Fig, 19,
is
' «* u (39)
***
The following expressions for the lift and drag force acting
on a test vane can be determined from Fig, 19.
L= F- c*» (A.-J) (40)
O = f ^w (fie- <f>)
^ 41 j
The equations for the coefficients of lift and drag are








6. Derivation of the Drag Coefficient from Thermodynamic
Relationships,
In this section a relationship for the drag coefficient
will be derived with thermodynamic relations which will then
be modified for applications to incompressible flows. With
these derivations it shall be shown that the data obtained for
incompressible flows in cascade test rigs can be used for com-
pressible flows also, as long as the Mach numbers are small.
© Q
f,
Figure 20. System for Calculating Energy Relations
in Flow.
For the system shown in Fig. 20, it can be shown that the
general energy equation for steady flows can be written as
fr-A-4+i^-ifc* W)
Where ^ is the heat exchanged between the system and its
surroundings X, is the enthalpy of the fluid at station 1,
JLi is the enthalpy of the fluid at station 2, V, is the velo-
city of the fluid at station 1, and V* is the velocity of




there is from Equation (45)






For steady, adiabatlc flows, and ignoring gravity effects,
there is
^+i^ s con *€*•* (47)
For perfect gases
where Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure of the
fluid and 7^ is the reservoir, or stagnation, temperature.
Additionally, for isentropic flow
where the unsubscripted values of pressure, density and tem-
perature refer to local values at some point in the fluid flow,
and the subscript S refers to the stagnation, or reservoir,
values, V is the ratio of specific heats cf/c •
To express the ratio 7/^> for non-isentropic flows,
the relationship a? - f RJT for the speed of sound is substi-
tuted in Equation (48)
V. +. 3l- ^ j2* (50)
where R^ is the gas constant of the fluid.
Multiplying Equation (50) by Izi
With Equation (51), the expressions for isentropic processes
of Equation (4-9) are













Figure 21. An Enthalpy-Entropy Diagram of the
Fluid Through Cascade for Decelerated Flow.
An enthalpy-entropy diagram representing the conditions
of state of the fluid through the cascade is shown in Fig.
21. The static pressure at station is H , at station 3
it is 7f . The stagnation, or reservoir, pressure is 7|
at station and 1%$ at station 3« For adiabatic condi-
tions, the total enthalpy Jus remains constant between
stations and 3 as no energy is added to or dissipated
39

«,. 3 <-/,/£) ( 6o)
I** ('+%£) (61)
' So
Subtracting Equation (60) from Equation (6l)




-f'ffyl , Equation (63) is
*.-*.- £jL (i-/) f,* <- (64)
Solving Equation (64) for (i -/ )
Multiplying Equation (65) by Vf
(,-ri) , v(Ao-n } ) ^^l (66)
Using Equation {55) $ Equation (66) is
(/-») = (^O-fsi) (67)
* c







from the flow. If the fluid flow were frictionless between
station and 3, the exit kinetic energy of the fluid would
he »^ti,
. However, with friction, the exit kinetic energy
of the fluid flow will be smaller, say, equal to Ki , The
loss of kinetic energy due to friction can be represented by
the loss coefficient
$ = ^«* " Vd (54)







The static pressure and the velocities may be related by us-
ing Equation (52) along the respective lines of constant
entropy.
Us = 0* ¥«.)**= r»*?4 fr
A *' (57)
Using Equation (55), Equation (58) is
fsc
- (,+ ti < )** (59)
For incompressible flow f*fo *fa , and ^S xx^h = ^ Soa
Equations (57) and (59), of the form ( /+*)"", can be expand-
ed by a binomial series. Neglecting terms of x* and high-
er powers of J,
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From Fig, 19 and the application of the momentum theorem
between stations and 3> for ^ « ^ « m and h^ * *><> + *» a
^
^=Z^A,+ 0^~>/£ = -<*/ ^oV^VL
o
- /»
a V^\k9 ) (70)
Multiplying Equation (69) by -o^/*^ and Equation (70) by
^Jao^ and adding
+ ^f (i V o^ V^o - /3 V<»3 ^,)>^A (71)
With 0=CD f, U /, >o Equation (7D, after dividing by *w-^,
is
+ f(-t V~ V"o- ^V„M^>& (72)
Solving for ( f -f3 ) from Equation (6?)
or
.2 ., *
<*-*) - i*v;-40t*-O (73)
Substituting Equation (73) in Equation (72) and dividing by f/z
^2^V^V^-^V^V^)>^»A ( 74 )
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From the continuity equation, the mass flow rate must be the
same at all stations
.
With Equation (75) and dividing by V^ , Equation (74) is
t
,
-*^(V^W- *- 2 ^<X-M-~A (76)
Substituting V * IC, + W
'o
and v^= ^ .**4/8„ , Equation (7&) is
tO
-
*& (Mk)"^ + 40M-*) v. «a *• A. ( 77 )
z
Substituting V* = -^*- in all terms and V^ *.V* *^> fi*
CO* Set)
in the last term, Equation (77) is
•?
^v^(V^J^^^'^)J <78)
With V^ = ^a±^ f ^ --'^b f Equation (78) can be expanded to give
the result
34.c = jf J^£ (79)
^ '^oO








The drag coefficients obtained from Equation (80) for
incompressible flows can be used for compressible flows if
Uach numbers are small. Table I shows the exact value of
1°s)/f calculated from Equation (57) and the approximate
value of "^//^ calculated from Equation (60) # Also shown



























































7. Data Required for Determination of Cascade Performance.
The equations derived in the preceding sections may be
solved knowing the values of static pressure i* and the
quantities V
s
V*,Vj<u and \4. . Introducing the total pressure
there is
From Fig. 22,








Figure 22. Felationship of Velocity V and Angle
of Fluid Flow o( .
From Equations (82), (83), and (84),
Values of static pressure ~f , total pressure 7s
and the angle of fluid flow d were measured at station 1
which is located between the inlet guide vanes and the test
vanes, and at station 2 downstream of the test vanes. Mea-




8. Static Pressure Distribution in the Cascade.
It is essential that the static pressure distribution
ahead of the test vanes is constant from upper wall to lower
wall. Therefore, prior to mounting the cascade on the nozzle
block, surveys of total pressure y| and dynamic pressure i°D
were taken in a vertical plane at the discharge of the rect-
angular nozzle, that is, without guide and test vanes. The
initial survey, shown in Fig. 23, indicated several regions
of irregularity in the profiles. These irregularities were
removed by increasing the resistance encountered by the fluid
flow at the diffuser discharge. This was accomplis by
placing additional screens of finer mesh between the diffuser
[ischarge and the inlet to the settling c 1 amber. Details of
the screens are shown in Fig. 24. Initially, two z-0 mesh per
inch screens were placed between the diffuser disc' war go an
the settling chamber inlet. The final pressure profile, shown
in Fig. 25, was determined with the following screen arrange-
ments: one 100 mesh per inch screen, two 80 mesh per inch
screens and. two 40 mesh per inch screens.
The cascade was mounted on the discharge face of the
nozzle bloc 1-:. Surveys of total and static pressure we
taken between the inlet guide. vanes and the test vanes.
Ilots of the total and static pressures from the first sets
of data revealed that the static pressure distribution a.) :
of the test vanes was not uniform. As s! in ^lr. 26, the
static pressure varied from a value of a minus on^ inch of
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vanes were removed from the cascade and data were taken to
determine the static pressure after the inlet guide vanes.
These data, shown in Fig. 27, again revealed an unsatisfactory
static pressure profile. Assuming the difficulty in obtain-
in 0, the proper static pressure profile to be associated with
the contour of the upper and lower walls, these walls were
removed and the static pressure profile after the inlet guide
vanes was measured to find out how it differed from that
originally measured with the entire cascade removed. Plots
of these data were favorable, indicating a region of constant
static pressure extending about two inches on either wide of
the center of the cascade.
Having thus determined that the contour of the upper and
lower walls largely determined the rrofile of the static
pressure, it was set about to find the influence of various
wall contours on the static pressure profiles. This was
accomplished by holding the contour of the upper wall fixed
while varying the contour of the lower wall. : ' rhen a satis-
factory static pressure profile was obtained over the lower
portion of the channel, the contour of the lower wall was
Id fixed and the contour of the upper wall was varied.
Using this procedure it was possible to obtain a satisfactory
static pressure profile over the majority of the test area
with the test vanes removed. Figure 28 shows the effect of
varying the contour of the lower wall while holding the con-
tour of the upper wall fixed. The notation 11 and 5 used in







contour 5, respectively. Figure 29 shows the various lower
wall contours used. From Fig. 28 and Fir. 29 it is seen that
decreasing the distance between the upper and lower walls in-
creases the static pressure over the bottom four inches of
the channel, but has little effect on the static pressure over
the upper four inches of the cascade. Increasing the slope of
the lower wall has the effect of bringing the contour of the
lower wall closer to the streamlines of the fluid flow at the
bottom of the channel. The expansion of the fluid is thus
reduced, resulting in a static pressure increase.
Figure 30 shows the effect of varying the contour of the
upper wall while holding the contour of the lower wall fixed.
Figure 31 shows the contours of the various upper wall con-
tours used. From Fig. 30 and Fig. 31 it is seen that de-
creasing the slope of the upper wall, thus bringing the con-
tour of the upper wall closer to the streamlines of the fluid
flow at the top of the cascade, had its major effect on the
upper four inches of the channel. It also decreased slightly
the static pressure at the bottom of the cascade. Additional
adjustment of the contour of the upper and lower wall re-
sulted in a satisfactory static pressure profile. For the
cascade investigations the contours 14 and 6 were used for
upper and lower walls, respectively.
At this juncture the test vanes were reinstalled in the
cascade and a profile of static pressure was obtained after
the inlet guide vanes. This profile, shown in Fig. 32,











that the over-expansion of the fluid flow at the top of the
cascade resulted in a decrease of static pressure, while the
under-expansion of the fluid flow at the bottom of the cas-
cade resulted in an increased static pressure. These effects
were due to the action of the test vanes in turning the stream-
lines of the fluid flow downward as they passed around the
test vanes. his condition was eliminated by notching away
that portion of the upper and lower walls downstream of the
mid-chord of the test vanes. In addition, the contour of the
lower wall was adjusted in steps until it conformed with the
shape of the streamlines of the fluid flow at the bottom of
the cascade. Figure 33 shows the final static pressure pro-
file. Figure 34- shows the various lower wall contours used
before obtaining this profile.
With the wall configurations indicated in Fig. 33, the
flow properties ahead of and after the cascade of test vanes
were then determined. Figures 35, 36 and 37 show plots of
representative values of total pressure fs , static pres-
sure
-J
9 and flow angle o( , respectively, measured, ahead of
the test vanes. Figures 38, 39 and 40 show plots of the same






















9. Blade Loading Limit,
"por n cascade having a fixed ratio of chord to span and
the same fluid outlet angle, increasing the angle of incid-
ence of the blades will increase the angle of deflection of
the flow across the cascade. This is normally associated
with an increase in the lift/drag ratio. However, if the
angle of deflection exceeds certain linit r-
,
the lift drag
ratic decreases. This stalling limit is of importance for
the design since it establishes the permissible maximum load-
ing of the blade. To estimate this loading limit, A.D.S.
Cartcr3 has given an empirical relation which takes account
of the blocking effect of blades of finite thickness,
2±(ta*,0-ia~/*)2±&* -^- = cor, S far,t (87)
where lb is the mean effective thickness of the blades.
he blades installed in the cascade had profiles with
MACA 65-015)10 section. They are ; TACA 65 Series airfoils
with a design lift coefficient of 0.15 and a maximum thick-
ness of ten per cent. The constant for zero blockage can be
taken as 1.35. In addition, a value of *L ^c fi^ of 1/12 is
recor sd by Carter for blades of ten per cent thickness.
Substituting these values in Equation (8?)
i^A-t-*)^ * #7 = °^ s (88)
3 A.^.S. Carter. Author of Chapter 5, Gas Turbine Principles
and Practice, Sir Harold R. Coy, Editor, D. van Nostrand Co.,












«-*A-«f-A)^ x -^ § a, 75 (8 9 )
Multiplying by k-O" , there is
Ct^/i'to^/Q^c*^ % cms <r(<>-o-) (90)
For<r a / , the solidity of the cascade investigated, there is
(ta^ti-t^A) ^l£l ± 0.54*5 (9D
Evaluating the left hand side of Equation (91) using the
values of /Q9 , fii and /^ determined from the test data, the
values of the blade loading are 0,442 at one-quarter blade
height, 0.468 at one-half blade height and 0.472 at three-
quarters blade height. These values are less than the permiss-




The results calculated from the test data are shown in
Tableau. Table III contains a comparison of these results
with those reported by Herrig, Emery and Erwin in NACA TN
39164 . Figure 31 of TN 3916 shows the turning angle *0
,
drag coefficient CQ , lift coefficient C L and the lift/drag
ratio % plotted as a function of the angle of attack oC^
for cascade solidity cr = / . The angle between the inlet
flow and the horizontal /& was determined to be 47.7 degrees
and in TN 3916 this angle was 45 degrees. The Reynolds num-
ber of the flow in the cascade was 72,000 compared to a
Reynolds number of 245,000 for the flow in TN 3916. The lift
coefficient calculated from the test data was 0.58 while in
TN 3916 the lift coefficient was 0.845. The drag coefficient
of the test vanes was 0.050 compared to a value of 0.014 in
TN 3916. The value of the turning angle a (3 was evaluated to
be 16.1 degrees whereas in TN 3916 "the turning angle was
found to be 29 degrees. Based upon the plots of drag co-
efficient and the lift/drag ratio as functions of the angle
of attack, TN 3916 indicated a design angle of attack of 14.5
degrees. Lack of data for angles of attack other than 20.2
degrees precluded the prediction of a design angle of attack.
The large value of the evaluated drag coefficient may
primarily be due to the lower Reynolds number of the flow in
4L. J. Herrig, J. C. Emergy and J. R. Erwin, Systematic Two-
Dimensional Cascade Tests of NACA 65-Series Compressor Blades




RESTTLTS CALCULATED FROF TEST DATA
Equation Quantity h = } h» i h-i Units
28 Vo, 98.5 98.1 98.4 Ft/sec
29 a 0.0333 0.0345 0.0348 #/in2
30 *+ 106 109 110 ft/sec
31 4, 47.0 47.7 48.2 deg.
32 v. 145 148 148 ft/sec
33 ^ 106 108 107 ft/sec
34 ii 0.00044 0.00109 0.00202 #/±n2
35 V^g 62.2 66.5 67.9 ft/sec
36 fit 30.4 31.6 32.4 deg.
37 v3 123 127 127 ft/sec
38 v. 132 135 135 ft/sec
38 ^ 102 103 102 ft/sec
38 K 84.0 87.8 88.9 ft/sec
39 A* 39.4 40.5 40.9 deg.
22 & 0.0545 0.0619 0.0566 #
23 £0 0.0914 0.0866 0.0875 #
20 r 0.106 0.106 0.104 #
21 30.8 35.5 32.9 deg
40 p 0.016 0.0096 0.014 #
41 z. 0.104 0.106 0.102 #










Quantity K" J K = -| k = *
Co O.078 0.065 0.068
A(9 16.6 16.1 15.8
cL <r 0.59 0.58 0.56
M 0.117 0.120 0.120










Quantity Evaluated TN 3916












the cascade. For Reynolds numbers greater than 4-50,000 the
profile drag of a cascade is almost constant and increases
slightly as the Reynolds number decreases to about 150,000.
The profile drag nearly doubles for decreases in Reynolds num-
ber from 150,000 to 75,000.
Figure 85(a) of TN 3916 shows that the effect of Reynolds
number on the turning angle * /9 near the design angle of attack
is almost insignificant for values of Reynolds number between
220,000 and 470,000. However, there is a decrease in the turn-
ing angle &$ as the Reynolds number is decreased to a value of
less than 220,000. The decrease in turning angle for flows of
Reynolds number less than 220,000 was also reported by Rhoden^
in the results of an investigation of the effects of Reynolds
number on test vanes of various camber angles. For a flow
corresponding to the Reynolds number of this test Rhoden found
A p to be 14.2 degrees for a test vane mean line camber angle
of 20 degrees, 23.2 degrees for a mean line camber angle of
30 degrees and 28.1 degrees for a mean line camber angle of
40 degrees.
The design mean line camber angle for the test vanes used
in this investigation, NACA 65-(l5)10 section, is 33 degrees.
Measurement of the mean line camber angle of the test vanes
by means of an optical comparator showed this angle to be
^H. G. Rhoden, Effects of Reynolds Number on the Flow of




30 degrees. In addition, the inlet and outlet angles of the
test vanes were found to be smaller than those of the NACA 65-
(15)10 section. The deviation of the test vane profile, parti-
cularly the lower surface of the trailing edge, causes some
doubt as to the ability of the test vanes to cause flow de-
flections equal to those of the NACA 65-(l5)10 section for
flows of equal Reynolds number. It is considered that the
smaller turning angle, and consequently the smaller coefficient
of lift, calculated from the measured data is the result of the
deviations of the test vane profile from the NACA 65-(15)l°




It is the conclusion of the writer that an inlet guide
vane assembly incorporated in the inlet of a cascade produces
a nearly uniform static pressure profile from upper to lower
wall and a regular distribution of fluid velocity and flow
angle after the inlet guide vanes. Conditions of pressure,
fluid velocity and flow angle were as found in conventional
cascades, ^ile the lift and drag coefficients and the turn-
ing angle do not compare favorably with those published for
geometrically similar cascades without inlet guide vanes, it
is thought that this was primarily the result of the lower
"Reynolds number used in this investigation, and the deviations
of the test vanes from the NACA 65-(15)10 section.
Todifications suggested in the next section refer to
methods of assisting the investigator in determining the
static pressure profile and in increasing the accuracy of the





The installation of static pressure taps in the side walls
of the cascade between the inlet ruide vanes and the test vanes
would facilitate the initial determination of the static pres-
sure profile. ' ,Tith these static pressure taps spaced at inter-
vals of, say, one inch, pressure leads from these static rres-
surc taps could be connected to a nanometer bank. This modifi-
cation would give the investigator a visual picture of the
static pressure profile. Such information would be helpful
for the adjustment of the upper and lower wall con + ours of the
cascade to obtain uniform pressure distributions. An indica-
tion of the static pressure profile across the width of the
cascade could be obtained by placing pressure leads from
oppositely located static pressure taps across a differential
nanometer.
It is further recommended that the method of upper and
lower side wall construction be modified to lit adjustment
of the upper and lower wall contour; Lie the cascade is in
operation. As shown in Fig. 41, such a modification would
consist of pinning the upstream ends of the upper and lower
walls as before, but would add a threaded screw arrangement
to nermit fine adjustment. Initial adjustment of the upper
and lower alls would be made by rotating the entire wall
assembly about the pinned joint.
Displacement of the upper and lower walls of the cas-




















































































to cause an axial rotation and a lateral displacement of
adjacent support brackets. If the support brackets are rigid-
ly fired to the threaded screw such movement is not possible
and en abrupt change in the slope of the wall will result at
each support bracket. To eliminate this condition a channel
must be provided in each support bracket. A roller inserted
in the channel would pass through the threaded screw holder.
The roller, being held in position by the threaded screv; ] older,
would permit axial rotation and lateral displacement of the
support bracket in response to the displacement of adjacent
portions of the cascade wall.
Due to the large relative error in the present angle
measuring device in comparison to that of tl : cromanometer
it is recommended that it be increased in accuracy. This could
be done by replacing the pointer arm-machinist rule method of
measurement with an arrangement similar in operation to that
of a marine sextant. The angle measuring probe would be mount-
ed in the center of the device as before but the end of the
scale arm would be machined in the arc of a circle and would
be threaded to engage a vernier. The pin arr- 2 ent for
pre-sett inr an angle into the device would be retained, but a
lever would be provided to disengage the vernier from the





'. J. Kerrig, J. C. Emery 'and J. R. Erv/in, Systematic
- i ensional Cascade Tests of 3/ ^-Series






It is of interest to investigate the effect of the
measuring devices on the accuracy of the results. The
following rules and formulas are given by J. B. Scar-
borough."
The error in a calculated result may be due to one or
both of two sources: error in the data, and error in the
calculations. The absolute error of a calculation is the
numerical difference between the true value of a quantity
its approximate value as obtained by measurement or
calculation. The relative error is the absolute error di-
vided by the true value of the quantity and is the true
index of the accuracy of a measurement or calculation.
To round off a number is to retain a certain number of
digits, counted from the left, and to drop the others.
Numbers are rounded according to the following rule:
To round a number to n\ significant figures discard
all digits to the right of the in th place. If the dis-
carded number is less than half a unit in the /y> th place,
leave the rt\ th digit unchanged; if the discarded number
is greater than half a unit in the rr\ th place, add one to
the rn th digit. If the discarded number is exactly half a
unit in the r<\ th place, leave the m th digit unaltered if
J. B. Scarborough, Number ical Mathematical Analysis,
The Joins Hopkins Press, Chapter I, 1930.
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it is an oven number, but increase it by one if it is an odd
number, in other v/ords, round off so as to leave the ^th
digit an even digit in such cases.
^Tien a number has been rounded off in accordance with
the above rule, it is said to be correct to rr\ significant
figures.
For a function N' - f(mj., jaj^ *f3,"M>„) (A-I-l ) of
several independent variables juu, *u, 44.^-41^, which are
subject to the errors Ax»,
t
<a juja t 4 x*/3 ... n*»») , respectively,
there will be an error A N in the function A/ , according
to the relation
A/ +AN = H-^, +&*", f ^2.+ **** ••• AM ^-*' <&*"*) (A-I-2)
Expanding the right hand side of Equation (A-I-2) by
Taylor* s theorem for a function of several variables, and
neglecting the squares, products and higher powers of the
errors Aao.
,
^ ,uj> ... Ajjj*,
,
the error AtJ is
^a/= Ut*^,+ &L AjUJ^ + .... *L A4W (A-1-3)
The right hand side of Equation (A-I-3) is the total
differential of the function /\/ . For the relative error
in V we have
Let N be a fu.net ion of the form
N- K #> b <. (A-i-5)
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Then, using Equation (A-I-4), the relative error is
Since the errors Aa.>> Az are just as likely to be positive
as negative, v/e must take all terms with the positive sign
to be certain of the maximum error in a/ . The relative error
is then
5.= H3?M¥M^I + »I* l +r |f I ('"I_7)
For the sum of on numbers each of which has been rounded
off correctly to the same place, the error in the sum may be
as great as nmj^ units in the last significant figure. The
average of ten or more numbers which are given to tv signi-
ficant figures is usually true to /»*>*-/ significant figures.
If Ji. is the first significrnt figure of a number which
is correct to /n> significant figures, and if the number con-
tains more than one digit different from zero, then its
-f>
th
ier is correct to
/n- I significant figures if "f = *
syi-2 significant figures if -7* = foA
and its T th root is correct to
/n, significant figures if yJ* = i0
/y%.-\ significant figures if yj? *• /°
The data taken in this thesis consisted of values of
static pressure f , total pressure fs , and angle of fluid
flow o( , at stations 1 and 2. The values of static pressure
and total pressure were read from micromanometers calibrated
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to 0.0C1 inches. The indicating fluid was water. It is
estimated that the error in reading the tot ^3 pressure Af>B
was - 0.003 inches, and that Af was C 0.001 inches in
reading the static pressure. Since the ratio of total pres-
sure to static pressure was approximately four at station 1
and approximately 70 at station 2, the error in tho static
pressure was at least one order of magnitude smaller than
the error in the total pressure. Therefore, the error in the
static pressure will be ignored and the dynamic pressure f> ,
which is the algebraic difference of the total pressure and
the static pressure, will be considered to have the same
error as the total pressure. In measuring the angle of fluid
flow d , tho error in reading the machinists rule was - 0.01
inches. The length of the pointer arm was seven inches. Thus
the error in ^ , Ad , was 0.01/7, or 0.001428 radians.
rrith the conversion factor from inches of water to pounds
per square foot, and substituting the numerical value of f ,
Equation (85) is
Y«N +iL7 (H-T)c^cC (A-I-8)
with -To-- 1\ " f (A-I-9)
Equation (A-I-8) is
VJ= 4K7(?o) to**** (A-I-10)
r
*Jith Equation (A-I-9), Equation (86) is
V+Vm,- 44C7(? ) a&Ji ***><£ (A-I-ll)
Data used in tho calculations were values of V*? ,
V«jVjuj and V*j based on measured values of ~f and o( at
stations 1 and 2. Table IV shows representative values of
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~fo and d , together with the errors Ad and AfD , which
will be used to determine the relative and absolute error in
a
Vo,, Yo.Vjv JnJ Vol, • The relative influence of the microna.no-
meter error and the angle measuring device error will be
shown.
TABLE IV
REPRESENTATIVE VALUES OF f AT^ °*
Station 1 Station 2
-Po 4.843 w /(}0 3.851^.^0
<k 47°21 M 32°37"
Ad, £.001428 **>• -.001428 V<icl.
Af C.003 J**.»*° ^.003 co. «eO j
Using Equations (A-I-7) and (A-I-ll), the relative
;rror in V+,}/**. at station 1 is
e
'*\T\*\¥\ +
Using the values from Table IV, and with &c*«J* -sl^A**
and AA**o<k - e^s j & <t $ the relative error in Vo^Vw, is
F = o f- .00? / .-0143(1.086) / .00143 (.9212)Ck 4.843
.00062 / .00287 = .00349
The absolute error is, for V~,V>^ = 10, 7^0. 2, to six figures
A/ = 10, 780. ?(. 00349)
E = 37.7, say 40
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Thus, the true value of Vo,,Vw, lies between 10,820.2 and
10,740.2. The best that can be done is to take the average
of the two numbers and round off to three significant figures.
Even then the result may be in error by one digit in the third
place. It is observed from the above calculation that the
angle measuring device error contributes approximately four
times as much to the relative error than the micromanometer
error.
Using Equations (A-I-7) and (A-I-10), the relative error
in V^ at station 1 is
r
\ K \ To
t £
Using the values from Table IV, and with Ac+od? --d-twaM^, the
relative error in V<v
t
is




£Y = .00062 / .00310 = .00372
The absolute error is, for v«/, = 9930.20 to six figures,
Eo. = 9930.20UX>372)
£k = 36.9, say 40
The true value of V*f lies between 9970.20 and 8890.20.
Taking the average of the two numbers and rounding off to
two significant figures, the result may be in error by one
digit in the second place. The error in the angle measur-
ing device contributes approximately five times as much to
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the relative error than the error in the micromanometer read-
ings.
Following the rule given for the f th power of a number
which is correct to rri significant figures, the first signi-
ficant figure being M , Va. will be correct to two significant
figures as the product of vk > /o.
Using Equations (A-I-7) and (A-I-ll), the relative error









Then the relative error in V«^V^/
a
is





.00078 / .00316 = .00394
For Vojjl^ij * 7°09»88 to six figures, the absolute error is
Bnj = 7809. 88 (.00394)
B^ * 30.8, say 30
Thus, the true value of l^ lilies between 7839.88 and 777°
*
"rith the average of these values and rounding off to two
significant figures, the result may be in error by one digit
in the second rlace. Hence, the error in the angle measuring
device contributes also approximately four times as much to
the relative error as the error in the micronanometer.
Using Equations (A-I-7) and (A-I-10), the relative error








Thus, the relative error in V<»2 is
Bt = 0+ » g0 3 / 2(.ooi43)(.7095)
3. 5pi
^> = .00078 / .00201 = .00279
The absolute error is, for Va£ * 12,204.1 to six figure;
£^ = 12,204.1(.0C279)
^,= 34.0, say 35
Hence, the true value of V^ lies between 12,239.4 and 12,169.4,
Taking the average of the two numbers and rounding off to three
aificant figures, it is observed that the result nay be in
error by one digit in the third place. It may be seen that the
error in the angle measuring device contributed approximately
"^e tines as much to the relative error as did the error in
the rr.icromanometer.
Following the rules given for the y th root of a number
" ch is correct to /n significant figures, the first signi-
ficant figure being ^ , l&,A will be correct to two signifi-
cant figures as the product of yJ* *-/0«
From the preceding calculations we can draw the follow-
ing conclusion:
The average contribution to the relative error in the
quantities V*? , Ww and Ya, is approximately four times as
great for the error in the angle measuring device as for the
error in the micromanometer. The value of Vjoj will be correct
to two significant figures. If the magnitude of V<u or V>ojV^
is less than 10,000 it is correct to two significant figures;
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if the magnitude of Vtv or V<*Vu> is greater than 10,000 it is
correct to three significant figures. In all cases the values
of Y<w and VaiVu* may bo in error by one digit in ho la r:t
significant figure.
The calculated value of the drag and lift coefficients,
Cq and (Tf. , respectively, are correct to t r/o significant
vires. The turning angle &(3 and the loss coefficient o
are correct to three significant figures. All four of the
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